
12 October 1492
Christopher Columbus 
“discovered America”





The uncertain outcome 
of a voyage across the 

Atlantic

A discovery that transformed 
the history of mankind



1492: the beginning of new era

The colonization of the new world by the old

The start of a ferocious competition between 
the old European monarchies

At stake: the riches and natural resources of 
the American continent



Columbus born around 1451 in the Republic of Genoa

A sailor from an early age



Knowledge in cosmography

Cosmography: a religious 
interpretation of the world 

Sailing on the oceans = sailing on 
God’s creation

Christopher Columbus: a devout 
Catholic

His voyages to the New World: a 
religious endeavor first

A business venture



The World after the Flood and the Chart of its peoples by Simon 
Marmion – Around 1460



The earthly paradise 
& where Noah’s ark 

ran aground 
following the Genesis 

flood

The source of water 
and gold

Noah assigned to one of 
his 3 sons, Japheth, the 

task of colonizing 
Western Europe

Medieval interpretation 
of the Bible assigned to 

the West an illimited 
expansion over lands 

yet to be discovered in 
the West, despite a 

major obstacle: the “sea 
Oceane” surrounding 

Europe



The Christian tradition 
associates the settlement 
of Asia with Sem (Noah’s 

eldest son) and his 
offspring

Asia occupied by the 
Semites all the way to the 

Mediterranean
BUT

The infidels rule over Asia 
which explains why Europe 

cannot reach the lost 
paradise (and its gold)

Cham and his offspring 
banished by Noah but 

colonized Africa

The “Curse of Canaan”
Helped justified the 

African roots of slavery

The known world 
surrounded by water

Navigation required to 
reach the earthly 

paradise and its riches



Columbus settled in 
Portugal at 25

WHY Portugal?

A brother cartographer

Portugal spearheaded the 
Great Discoveries



Henry the Navigator
(1394-1460)

A passion for the seas & oceans

(never sailed around the 
oceans!)

Third son of king John I of 
Portugal

Exploration of the African coast 
encouraged



The search for gold

End of the Middle-Age: Europe in 
need of precious metals for 
growing trade transactions 

Gold replaced by silver after 1530

Merciless competition amongst 
European powers to control access 
to gold, silver and spices



Africa: a key source of 
gold

Sponsoring & financing maritime 
exploration along the coast of 
Western Africa and short-circuit
the African gold trade

The founding of a navigation 
school



Trade with the east achieved through the famed Silk Road



1453: the fall of 
Constantinople

The collapse of the Byzantine Empire

The Ottoman Empire now in control 
of the spice trade routes

Hefty taxes on merchandise bound 
for the West – Severe economic crisis

Finding an alternate seaways around 
Africa





The creation of a new 
type of ship

The Caravelle: steadier & 
faster ship

Without Henry the Navigator, 
Christopher Columbus 

would never have reached 
the Americas

Caravelle



Marco Polo’s Book of 
Wonders

A source of fascination for 
Columbus

To reach India via the Atlantic 
ocean



Earth is not flat

1230: Treatise on the Sphere 
(Johannes de Sacrobosco)

The first clear description of the 
Earth as a sphere



Imago mundi (1410)

A key source for Columbus to 
develop his ideas about the viability 
of navigating the Atlantic to reach 

the Indies

Heavily annotated by Columbus



Paolo Toscanelli

Famous cartographer from Florence 
(the cultural epicenter of Italian 

Renaissance): sailing west as a shortcut 
to the spice-producing regions in the 

east very possible

The shortest route to the east: crossing 
the Atlantic Ocean

Knowledge of trade winds



Paolo Toscanelli

A navigation map of the province of 
Cipango (Japan)





1484-1485

Christopher Columbus proposed his 
planned voyage to King John II of 

Portugal

Proposal rejected: Columbus’ 
calculation errors

Earth circumference under estimated

Conclusion that only a small distance 
separated Japan from Portugal!



What about the kingdom 
of Castile?

1486-1492: proposal 
presented to Ferdinand II of 

Aragon and Isabella of Castile 
(dual monarchy)

Experts skeptical



Luis de Santangel

In charge of Isabella’s finances

The Catholic Reconquest: a costly 
endeavor

Support to Columbus’ project

A 5 year wait









Isabella of Castile & Ferdinand of Aragon: 
the end of the Catholic reconquest

2 January1492: the fall of Grenada





Al-Hamra (“the Red”): the color of the initial citadel





Isabela of Castile to her 
successors: the Alhambra to 

be preserved



Charles V: a Renaissance-style palace at the 
Alhambra: victory of the Christians over the 

Muslims (the Reconquest)



A square containing an inner 
circular patio

The circle to symbolize the Earth

The square: Charles V’s empire 
Domination over the world





The Spanish Inquisition
(1231-1233)

To combat religious 
dissidence & convert 

“heretics”



1492: one religion, one 
king, one law

Religious minorities forced to 
assimilate or leave

Promoting maritime voyage 
(the return to the earthly 

paradise + promise of 
conversions)



Royal support to 
Columbus’ voyage at 

last!

April 1492: the 
“Capitulations of Santa Fe”

Columbus granted the titles 
of viceroy of the Indies, 

Admiral of the Ocean Sea, 
governor of all discovered 

lands and a percentage of all 
profits



3 August 1492

Departure from Palos de la Frontera

3 ships: the Nina, the Pinta and the Santa Maria





Columbus: an excellent sailor

A five-week voyage

Growing tensions but Columbus 
never wavered



12 October: land spotted
The island of San Salvador (Bahamas)



Columbus convinced he has 
reached Cipango (Japan)

Spanish sovereignty proclaimed 
over San Salvador

The island’s friendly & peaceful 
inhabitants called the “Indians” 
(India)

The discovery of Cuba, then Haiti 
(“Hispaniola”)



Columbus’ obsession

To find the proof the expedition has 
reached the Indies

Finding gold: disappointment



16 January 1493: time to go back





The first voyage: a 
success but…

Where were the riches of 
India?



Papal bulls

1493: the rights of the 
Spanish crown over the 

territories discovered in the 
New World by Columbus 

confirmed

Alexander VI



1494 (Treaty of Tordesillas): 
when Portugal and Spain 

divided the newly discovered 
lands outside Europe 
between themselves

Spain & Portugal’s agreement 
not validated by the other 

Europeans!

Growing interest for new 
discoveries





Financing a second 
voyage

(1493-1496)

1 000 men on 15 ships

The objective: to colonize 
and discover further 

territories





2 January 1494

The island of Hispaniola: the 
first New World colony 

settled by Columbus

A logistical base for the 
conquest of the Western 

Hemisphere



First indications of the 
presence of gold

The natives used as cheap 
labor and maltreated

Continued seizures of their 
food supplies

Abuse of women

Diseases

A rebellion crushed in 1495



Rumors

Columbus’ incompetence as a 
governor

August 1500: the opening of an 
inquiry (Francisco de Bobadilla) 
against Columbus and his family

Christopher Columbus and his 
brothers arrested and transferred 

to Spain for trial



A damning report

Criminal proceedings found 
and archived in 2006

The conclusions: Columbus’ 
governorship, a complete 

disaster

Embezzlement, illegal taxation, 
cruel treatment of natives, 
abuse of women, slavery, 

organized famines, homicides…



Proof of bad government

The first political trial of the New 
World

The abuses of colonial America 
denounced

A sinister omen





A New World?

Christopher Columbus convinced 
the islands discovered belong to 

the Far-East

Growing doubts amongst sailors 
and scientists



1501: Mundus Novus
(Pamphlet attributed 
to Amerigo Vespucci)

Tale of discoveries along the 
coast of Brazil

Immediate & multiple 
translations (60 reprints between 

1503 & 1529)

Vespucci: the first to use the 
words “continent” & “New 

World”



A disputed first voyage

Vespucci likely acting as a 
pilot under the leadership 

of a captain

No written accounts





“America” was born in… 
Alsace!

Saint-Die-des-Vosges



1507

A group of scholars 
decided to name the lands 

discovered by Columbus 
“America”

“America” directly inspired 
by Vespucci’s first name 

“Amerigo”



WHY Saint-Die-des-Vosges?
A vibrant community close to silver 

mines (engineers & scientists)

Saint-Die-des-Vosges



German cartographer Martin 
Waldseemuller

Introduction to Cosmography

A world planisphere (one of the first 
ever printed)

Large size (1,3m x 2,3m)

A collection of 12 engraved sheets

4 continents clearly separated by 
oceans





Heart-shaped map



The representations of Ptolemy and 
Vespucci

Ptolemy (holding a quadrant: the old world
Vespucci (holding a compass): the new world



The American coast
A reference to Vespucci’s voyages

The islands discovered by Columbus and 
his successors

Precise depiction of South America



Financing the translation of 
Mundus Novus in German

Great interest for the economic 
potential of the newly 
discovered territories



1519: Hernan Cortes and 
the conquest of the 
American continent

A clash of civilizations

Cortes: a controversial figure

1504: arrival in Santo-Domingo

1511: military conquest of Cuba



The conquest of the 
Aztec Empire

Negotiations with Native 
Chiefs vs. fighting

Key objective: securing 
Mexico







An easy conquest

Tensions and 
disagreements amongst 

Native tribes

A divide-and-conquer 
strategy



Francisco Pizarro and the conquest 
of the Inca Empire

Same strategy: the support of 
populations hostile to the Incas



1540: immense 
colonial empire in the 

name of the king of 
Castile



The Spaniards not 
considered (initially) as 

enemies

Existing widespread racial mixing

Tradition to integrate migrants

Cortes: 600 men

The conquest of an empire (25 
million people)

The superiority of Spanish 
weapons



Post conquest 
demographic 

collapse

Without equivalent in History: (90% of local populations 
died of illnesses, wars and forced labor)

Plantation system & mines (gold & silver)



The destruction of Inca 
political structures

Tons of looted precious 
metals (gold & silver) 

confiscated, melted and 
shipped to Spain



Religious conversions

1493: the rights of the 
Spanish crown over the 

territories discovered in the 
New World by Columbus 

confirmed

The condition: mass 
conversion

Alexander VI



Important consequence

No slavery

(It was forbidden amongst 
Christians)

Debate over the need to 
convert Natives



Transatlantic slave trade 
(Black slaves to replaced 

the Natives)

16th – Mid 19th centuries: 
12.5 million Africans 

deported to the Americas

The plantation system



heightened competition

The Iberians unable to stop 
the other Europeans from 

claiming new maritime 
routes & territories

A legal battle



Hugo Grotius
(1583-1645)

The division of the world by 
the Iberians illegal

Mare Liberum (1609): the 
sea as international territory 
and all nations free to use it 

for seafaring trade



European law to apply 
to newly discovered  

territories

The new territories: an 
extension of Europe

The Indies: NOT Spain or 
Portugal’s exclusive property

Competition between nation 
must be allowed

To discover is not to own



The race is on…
• Towards the East for 
spices

• Towards the West for 
gold


